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When people read about a horrendous act that has been committed. they naturally think
that the person who committed it is somehow deranged or inhuman. Sometimes that is
indeed the case, as when a psychotic commits an act under orders he or she has supposedly
received during hallucinations. Personal pathology and mental illness are certainly in
volved in many of the hideous acts that people commie But are personality or psychologi
cal tJ,ctors always the cause of such behavior? Is it possible that an otherwise normal
individual may commit an abnormal, sick act not because there is something wrong with
him or her but because of the situation he or she might be in?
History is full of examples of normal people who have committed abnormal acts. For
example, warfare has often induced otherwise normal, nonviolent people not only to kill
but also to commit atrocities. Yet the suggestion that somehow anyone placed in the same
situation mJ.y act the same way is repugnane It might be a lot more personally comforting
to believe that people who do bad things are somehow different from us. We, after all, are
good and certainly incapable of being mass murderers. Only other people who are either
sick or are somehow overly conforming could do such things. In other words, we tend to
arrribure others' acts to their disposirion-c-rhar is, some personality or other enduring trait
causes them to act that way.
In this article, Janice T. Gibson and Mika Hariros-Farouros present both field and ex
perirnenral research to suggest that perhaps it is not so much individual characteristics
(disposition) that result in people performing terrible acts but ruther the situation that pro
duces the behavior. The authors review the step-by-step process of taking a normal person
who does not enjoy hurting other people and transforming him into a torturer. Similar
steps of inducing obedience found in other studies also are presented. If you strongly b
lieve that J. torturer is somehow different from other people, this article may make you
think again.

The Education ofa Torturer
II Janice T. Gibson and Mika Haritos-Fatouros
Torture-for whatever purpose and in whatever
name-requires a torturer, an individual responsible
for planning and causing pain to others. "A nun's
hands are shackled behind him, his eyes blindfolded,"
wrote Argentine journalist Jacobo Timerrnan about
his torture by Argentine army extremists, "No one
says a word. Blows are showered ... [He is] stripped,
doused with water, tied ... And the application of
electric shocks begins. It's impossible to shout-you
howl." The governments of at least 90 countries use
similar methods to torture people all over the world,
Amnesty International repom.

What kind of person can behave so monstrously to
another human being? A sadist ora sexual deviant?
Someone with an authoritarian upbringing or who
was abused by parents? A disturbed personality af
fected somehow by hereditary characteristics?
On the contrary, the Nazis who tortured and killed
millions during \Vorld War II "weren't sadists or
killers by nature," Hannah Arendt reponed in her
book Eichmann in jerusalem. Many studies of Nazi
behavior concluded that monstrous acts, despite their
horrors, were often simply a matter of faithful bureau
crats slavishly following orders.

Reprinted from PiyclJOlogy Today, 1986 (November), 20. 50-58. Reprinred with permission from PIJc/'oiogy Today
magazine. Copyright @ 19~G (Sussex Publishers, Inc.).
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In a 197(j study, University of Florida psychologisr
Molly Harrower asked 15 Rorschach experrs to exam
ine ink-blot test reporrs from Adolph Eichmann,
Rudolf Hess, Hermann Goering and five other Nazi
war criminals, made jusr before their trials at
Nuremberg. She also sent the special isrs Rorschach
reporrs from eight Americans, some wirh well
adjusred personalities and some who were severely
disturbed, without revealing rhe individuals' idenri
ties. The experrs were unable ro disringuish the Nazis
from rhe Americans and judged an equal number of
both ro be well-adjusted. The horror rhar emerges is
the likelihood rhar torturers are nor freaks; they are
ordinary people.
Obedience ro what we call rhe "authority of vio
lence" often plays an important role in pushing ordi
nary people ro commit cruel, violent and even fatal
acts. During wartime, for example, soldiers will follow
orders to kill unarmed civilians. Here, we will look ar
the way obedience and other factors combine to pro
duce willing torturers,
Twenty-five years ago, the late psychologist
Stanley Milgram demonstrated convincingly that
people unlikely to be cruel in everyday life will admin
istcr pain if rhey are told to by someone in authority,
In a famous experiment, Milgram had men wearing
laboratory coars direct average American adults to
inflicr a series of electric shocks on other people. No
real shocks were given and the "victims" were acting,
bur the people didn't know rhis. They were cold rhar
the purpose of rhe srudy was ro measure the effects of
punishment on learning. Obediently, 65 percenr of
them used what they rhoughr were dangerously high
levels of shocks when rhe experimenter rold rhem roo
While they were less likely ro adminisrer these sup
posed shocks as they were moved closer to their vic
tims, almosr one-rhird of (hem continued to shock
when they were close enough to rouch.
This readiness to torture is nor lim ired ro Ameri
cans. Following Milgram's lead, other researchers
found that people of all ages from a wide range of
countries were willing ro shock others even when
rhey had norhing to gain by complying wirh rhe
command or norhing ro lose by refusing ir. So long as
someone else, an authoriry figure, was responsible for
rhe fmal outcome of rhe experiment. almost no one
absolurely refused ro administer shocks. Each study
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also fuund, as Milgram had, rhar some people would
give shocks even when rhe decision was lett up to
rhem.
Milgram proposed rhar rhe reasons people obey or
disobey aurhoriry fall into three categories. The flrsr is
personal history family or school backgrounds that
encourage obedience or defiance. The second, which
he called "binding," is made up of ongoing experi
ences that make people fed comfortable when rhey
obey authority. Strain, the third category, consists of
bad feelings from unpleasant experiences connected
with obedience. Milgram argued that when rhe bind
ing factors are more powerful than the strain of coop
eraring, people will do as rhey are told, When the
strain is grearer, they are more likely ro disobey.
This may explain short-term obedience in rhe
laboratory, bur ir doesn't explain prolonged parrerns
of torture during wartime or under some political
regimes. Repeatedly, torturers in Argenrina and else
where performed acts char most of liS consider repug
nant, and in rime rhis should have placed enough
strain on theru to prevenr their obedience. Ir didn't.
Nor does Milgram's theory explain undirected cruel
or violent acrs, which occur even when no aurhoriry
orders them. For this, we have developed a more
comprehensive learning model; for rorrure, we discov
ered, can be raughr (see 'Teaching ro Torment," rhis
article).
We studied rhe procedures used ro train Greek
military police as torturers during rhar country's mili
rary regime from 1967 rhrough 1974. We examined
the official testimonies of 21 former soldiers in rhe
ESA (Army Police Corps) given ar rheir 1975 criminal
trials in Athens; in addition, Haritos-Farouros con
ducted in-depth interviews with 16 of them after their
(rials. In many cases, these men had been convicred
and had completed prison sentences. They were all
leading normal lives when interviewed. One was a
university graduate, [ive were graduares of higher
rechnical insrirures, nine had completed at leasr their
second year of high school and only one had no more
than a primary school education.
All of these men had been drafred, firsr inro regular
military service and then inro specialized unirs rhar
required servicemen to torture prisoners. We found
no record uf delinquent or disrurbed behavior before
their military service. However, we did find several
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features of the soldiers' training that helped to turn
them into willing and able torturers.
The initial screening for torturers was primarily
based on physical strength and "appropriate" political
beliefs, which simply meant that the recruits and their
families were anricornrnunists. This ensured that the
men had hostile attitudes toward potential victims
from the very beginning.
Once they were actually serving as military police,
the men were also screened for other attributes. Ac
cording to former torturer Michaelis Petrou, "The
most important criterion was that you had to keep
your mouth shut. Second, you had to show aggres
sion. Third, you had to be intelligent and strong.
Fourth, you had to be 'their man,' which meant that
you would report on the others serving with you, that
[the officers] could trust you and that you would
follow their orders blindly."

Binding the recruits to the authority of ESA began
in basic training, with physically brutal initiation rites.
Recruits themselves were cursed. punched, kicked and
flogged. They were forced to run until they collapsed
and prevented from relieving themselves for long
stretches of time. They were required to swear alle
giance to a symbol of authority used by the regime (a
poster of a soldier superimposed on a large phoenix
rising from its own ashes), and they had to promise on
their knees to obey their commander-in-chief and the
military revolution.
While being harassed and beaten by their officers,
servicemen were repeatedly told how fortunate they
were to have joined the ESA, the strongest and most
important support of the regime. They were told that
an ESA serviceman's action is never questioned: "You
can even flog a major." In-group language helped the
men to develop elitist attitudes. Servicemen used
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There are several ways to teach people to do the
unthinkable, and we have developed a model to
explain how they are used. We have also found
that college fraterni ties, although they are far re
moved from the grim world of torture and violent
combat, use similar methods for initiating new
members, to ensure their faithfulness to the
fraternity's rules and values. However, this un
thinking loyalty can sometimes lead to dangerous
actions: Over the past 10 years, there have been
countless injuries during fraterniry initiations and
39 deaths. These training techniques are designed
to instill unquestioning obedience in people, but
they can easily be a guide for an intensive course
in torture.
1. Screening to find the best prospects: normal,
well-adjusted people with the physical, intel
lectual and. in some cases, political attributes
necessary for the task.
2. Techniques to increase binding among these
prospects:

•

Initiation rites to isolate people from society
and introduce them to a new social order, with
different rules and values.
• Elitist attitudes and "in-group" language,
which highlight the differences between the
group and the rest of society.
3. Techniques to reduce the strain of obedience:
• Blaming and dehumanizing the victims, so it
is less disturbing to harm them.
• Harassment. the constant physical and psy
chological intimidation that prevents logical
thinking and promotes the instinctive re
sponses needed for acts of inhuman cruelty.
• Rewards for obedience and punishments for
not cooperating.
• Social modding by watching other group
members commit violent acts and then receive
rewards.
• Systematic desensitization to repugnant acts
by gradual exposure to them, so they appear
routine and normal despite conflicts with pre
vious moral standards.
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nicknames for one another and, later. they used them
for victims and for the different methods of torture.
"Tea party" meant the beating of a prisoner by a
group of military police using their fists. and "tea
parry with toast" meant more severe group beatings
using clubs. Gradually. the recruits came to speak of
all people who were not in their group, parents and
F.lmilies included. as belonging to the "outside world."
The strain of obedience on the recruits was re
duced in several ways. During basic training. they
were given daily "national ethical education" lectures
that included indoctrination against communism and
enemies of the state. During more advanced training,
the recruits were constantly reminded that the prison
ers were "worms," and that they had to "crush" them.
One man reported that when he was torruri ng prison
ers later. he caught himself repeating phrases like
"bloody communists!" that he had heard in the lee
rures.
The military police used a carrot-and-stick method
to further diminish the recruits' uneasiness about tor
ture, There were many rewards, such as relaxed mili
tary rules after training was completed, and torturers
often weren't punished for leaving camp without per
mission. They were allowed to wear civilian clothes, to
keep their hair long and to drive military police cars
for their personal use. Torturers were frequently given
a leave of absence after they forced a confession from a
prisoner. They had many economic benefits as well.
including free bus rides and restaurant meals and job
placement when military service was over. These were
the carrots.
The sticks consisted of the constant harassment.
threats and punishment for disobedience. The men
were threatened and intimidated. first by their train
ers. then later by senior servicemen. "An officer used
to tell us that if a warder helps a prisoner. he will take
the prisoner's place and the whole platoon will flog
him." one man recalled. Soldiers spied on one an
other. and even the most successful torturers said that
they were constantly afraid.
"You will learn to love pain," one officer promised
a recruit. Sensitivity to torture was blunted in several
steps. First. the men had to endure it themselves, as if
torture were a normal act. The beatings and other
torments inflicted on them continued and became
worse. Next. the servicemen chosen for the Persecu-
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tion Section, the unit that tortured political prisoners.
were brought into contact with the prisoners by carry
ing food to their cells. The new men watched veteran
soldiers torture prisoners. while they stood guard.
Occasionally. the veterans would order them to give
the prisoners "some blows."
At the next step. the men were required to partici
pate in group beatings. Later. they were told to use a
variety of torture methods on the prisoners. The final
step. the appointment to prison warder or chief tor
turer, was announced suddenly by the commander
in-chief, leaving the men no time to reflect on their
new duties.
The Greek example illustrates how the ability to
torture can be taught. Training that increases binding
and reduces strain can cause decent people to commit
acts. often over long periods of time, that otherwise
would be unthinkable for them. Similar techniques
can be found in military training all over the world.
when the intent is to teach soldiers to kill or perform
some other repe1lent act. We conducted extensive
interviews with soldiers and ex-soldiers in the U.S.
Marines and the Green Berets, and we found that all
the steps in our training model were part and parcel of
elite American military training. Soldiers are screened
for intellectual and physical ability, achievement and
mental health. Binding begins in basic training, with
initiation rites that isolate trainees from society. intro
duce them to new rules and values and leave them
little time for clear thinking afrer exhausting physical
exercise and scant sleep. Harassment plays an impor
tant role. and soldiers are severely punished for dis
obedience. with demerits, verbal abuse. hours of
calisthenics and loss of eating, sleeping and other
privileges.
Military training gradually desensitizes soldiers to
violence and reduces the strain normally created by
repugnant acts. Their revulsion is diminished by
screaming chants and songs about violence and killing
during marches and runs. The enemy is given deroga
tory names and portrayed as less than human; this
makes it easier to kil1 them. Completing the roughest
possible training and being rewarded by "making it"
in an elite corps bring the soldiers confidence and
pride, and those who accomplish this feel they can do
anything. "Although 1 tried to avoid killing, I learned
to have confidence in myself and was never afraid,"
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said a former Green Beret who served in Vietnam. "It
was part of the job .... Anyone who goes through
that kind of training could do it."
The efFectiveness of these techniques, as several
researchers have shown, is not limited to the army.
History teacher Ronald Jones started what he called
the Third Wave movement as a classroom experiment
to show his high school students how people might
have become Nazis in World War II. Jones began the
Third Wave demonstration by requiring students to
stand at attention in a unique new posrure and follow
strict new rules. He required students to stand beside
their desks when asking or answering questions and to
begin each statement by saying, "Mr. Jones." The
students obeyed. He then required them to shout
slogans, "Strength through discipline!" and "Strength
through community!" Jones created a salute for class
members that he called the Third Wave: the right
hand raised to the shoulder with fingers curled. The
salute had no meaning, but it served as a symbol of
group belonging and a way of isolating members from
outsiders.
The organization expanded quickly from 20 origi
nal members to 100. The teacher issued membership
cards and assigned students to report members who
didn't comply with the new rules. Dutifully, 20 stu
dents pointed accusing fingers at their classmates.
Then Jones announced that the Third Wave was a
"nationwide movement to find students willing to
fight for political change," and he organized a rally,
which drew a crowd of200 students. At the rally, after
getting studeuts to salute and shout slogans on com
mand, Jones explained the true reasons behind the
Third Wave demonstration. Like the Nazis before
them, Jones pointed out, "You bargained your free
dom for the comfort of discipline."
The students, at an age when group belonging was
very important to them, made good candidates for
training. Jones didn't teach his students to commit
atrocities, and the Third Wave lasted for only five
days; in that time, however, Jones created an obedient
group that resembled in many ways the Nazi youth
groups of World War II (see "The Third Wave: Na
zism in a High School," Psychology Today, July 1976).
Psychologists Craig Haney, W. Curtis Banks and
Philip Zimbardo went even further in a remarkable
simulation of prison life done at Stanford University.

---

With no special training and in only six days' time,
they changed typical university students into contnj],
ling, abusive guards and servile prisoners.
The students who agreed to participate were cho
sen randomly to be guards or prisoners. The mock
guards were given uniforms and nightsticks and cold
to act as guards. Prisoners were treated as dangerous
criminals: Local police rounded them up, finger
printed and booked them and brought them to a
simulated cell block in the basement of the university
psychology department. Uniformed guards made
them remove their clothing, deloused them, gave
them prison uniforms and put them in cells.
The two groups of students, originally found to be
very similar in most respects, showed striking changes
within one week. Prisoners became passive, depen
dent and helpless. In contrast, guards expressed feel
ings of power, status and group belonging. They were
aggressive and abusive within the prison, insulting
and bullying the prisoners. Some guards reported later
that they had enjoyed their power, while others said
they had not thought they were capable of behaving as
they had. They were surprised and dismayed at what
they had done: "It was degrading.... To me, those
things are sick. But they [the prisoners] did everything
I said. They abused each other because I requested
them to. No one questioned my authority at all."
The guards' behavior was similar in two important
ways co that of the Greek torturers. First, they dehu
manized their victims. Second, like the torturers, the
guards were abusive only when they were within the
prison walls. They could act reasonably outside the
prisons because the two prison influences of binding
and reduced strain were absent.
All these changes at Stanford occurred with no
special training, but the techniques we have oudined
were still present. Even without training, the student
guards "knew" from television and movies that they
were supposed to punish prisoners; they "knew" they
were supposed to feel superior; and they "knew" they
were supposed to blame their victims. Their own
behavior and that of their peers gradually numbed
their sensitivity to what they were doing, and they
were rewarded by the power they had over their pris
oners.
There is no evidence that such short-term experi
ments produce lasting effects. None were reported
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from either the Third Wave demonstration or the
Stantord University simulation. The Stanford study,
however, was cut short when depression. crying and
psychosomatic illnesses began to appear among the
students. And studies of Vietnam veterans have re
vealed that committing abhorrent acts, even under the
extreme conditions of war, can lead to long-term
problems. In one study of 130 Vietnam veterans who
came to a therapist for help. almost 30 percent of
them were concerned about violent acts they had
committed while in the service. The veterans reported
feelings of anxiety, guilt, depression and an inability
to carry on intimate relationships. In a similar fashion,
after the fall of the Greek dictatorship in 1974, former
torturers began to report nightmares, irritability and
episodes of depression.
"Torturing became a job," said former Greek tor
turer Perrou, "If the officers ordered you to beat. you
beat. I f they ordered you to stop, you stopped. You
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never thought you could do otherwise." His com
ments bear a disturbing resemblance to the feelings
expressed by a Stanford guard; "When I was doing it,
I didn't feel regret. ... I didn't feel guilt. Only after
wards, when I began to reflect ... did it begin to dawn
on me chat this was a part of me I hadn't known
before."
We do not believe that torture came naturally to
any of these young men. Hariros-Farouros found no
evidence of sadistic, abusive or authoritarian behav
iors in the Greek soldiers' histories prior to their
training. This, together with our study of Marine
training and the Stanford and Third Wave studies,
leads to the conclusion that torturers have normal
personalities. Any of us, in a similar situation, might
be capable of the same cruelty, One probably cannot
train a deranged sadist to be an effective torturer or
killer. He must be in complete control of himself
while on the job.

CRITICAL THINKING QUESTIONS
1. What are the real implications of the studies summarized in the article? Could anyone,
including you, be induced to do the same things if you were put into the same situations?
Does it really mean that personality and perhaps free will have nothing to do with
whether you choose to obey the orders? Or is free choice not really possible in such
situations? Support your answers.
2. If inhuman behaviors can be induced by the techniques used co get torturers to do their
deeds, does that mean that people should not be held responsible for the things they do?
Would a defense of "I was conditioned to do it" absolve an individual of personal
responsibility for his or her actions? Explain your responses.
3. The article seemed to suggest that it is fairly easy to get people to do some terrible things
under rhe right set of conditions. How could you prevent such effects? For example,
would forewarning people about possible recrimination lessen the likelihood that they
would be inrluenccd by the process?

